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Abstract

The design and technology of the silicon strip detector modules for the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) of the ATLAS experiment have been finalised in the last several years. Integral to this process has been the measurement and verification of the tracking performance of the different module types in test beams at the CERN SPS and the KEK PS. Tests have been performed to explore the module performance under various operating conditions including detector bias voltage, magnetic field, incidence angle, and state of irradiation up to $3 \times 10^{14}$ protons per square centimetre. A particular emphasis has been the understanding of the operational consequences of the binary readout scheme.
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1 Introduction

The Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) will form the intermediate layers of the ATLAS [1] Inner Detector [2]. It will provide four three-dimensional space-points on tracks at radial distances in the range 27 cm to 56 cm. Good spatial resolution is required to provide a precise transverse momentum measurement in the bending direction of the 2 T magnetic field of the Inner Detector solenoid.

---

1 Correspondence to gareth.moorhead @ cern.ch
2 The ATLAS geometry is best described in terms of a cylindrical coordinate system with its origin at the interaction point and its z-axis parallel to the beam line.
The SCT consists of a central barrel consisting of four cylinders and two endcaps each consisting of nine disks, covering a rapidity range up to $|\eta| < 2.5$ with a half length of 279 cm. The four barrel layers are 149 cm long covering the rapidity range up to $|\eta| < 1.0$ with a transition to the endcaps by $|\eta| < 1.5$.

The barrel and endcaps are populated with a total of 4088 silicon microstrip detector modules. The modules are constructed from two pairs of microstrip sensors glued back-to-back with a 40 mrad stereo-angle providing a two-dimensional measurement. The sensors of the barrel modules are rectangular with strips nearly parallel to the beam axis. The endcap sensors are fan-shaped with strips nearly radial away from the beam axis. In both of these geometries the azimuthal angle $\phi$ - essential to the transverse momentum determination - is measured with high precision. The barrel modules also provide a measurement with limited resolution in the coordinate $z$ along the beam axis, and the endcap modules in the radial distance $R$ from the beam axis. In both cases the third coordinate is given by the sensor position. The barrel modules are all identical whereas the radial coverage of the endcaps requires three geometrically different versions [5,6].

All the silicon sensors are of 285 $\mu$m thick $n$-type $<111>$ material with a resistivity of 4-8 k $\Omega\cdot$cm. Each sensor has 768 active micro-strips formed by implanting $p^+$ material. The strips on the barrel sensors have a pitch of 80 $\mu$m, while the strip pitch on endcap modules varies from 54.4 to 94.8 $\mu$m with the fan geometry. A detailed description of the sensors is given in [3].

The $p^+$ implant is AC coupled to a metallized strip on the sensor surface which is connected to a channel of the readout electronics. The SCT front-end
integrated circuit - the radiation-hard ABCD3T [4] - has 128 channels, and there are six chips on each side of the module. Each channel has preamplifier and shaper stages with a total shaping time of $\sim 20$ ns. The SCT readout is binary: the amplified signal is discriminated on the chip, after which only one bit (on/off) of digital information remains. The digital information from all channels is sampled at the LHC clock frequency of 40 MHz and remains in a 128 bit wide pipeline on the chip during the trigger latency period of 3.2 $\mu$s. On receipt of a level one accept (L1A), the hit pattern in the relevant pipeline cell is shifted into an output buffer, compressed, and despatched serially to the data acquisition system.

The tracking performance of the SCT modules has been measured systematically in beam tests throughout their development. In this article we summarise beam measurements over the last several years during the final stages of development and qualification. These measurements have typically occurred several times a year at the H8 beamline of the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN. In 1999 and 2000, additional tests were carried out at the $\pi 2$ beamline at the 12 GeV Proton Synchrotron at KEK. In the H8 beamline several secondary beam types and energies are available, the most commonly used for this work being 180 GeV charged pions. In the KEK tests a 3-4 GeV pion beam was used.

Modules are tested in the H8 beamline in batches of 10 to 12, mounted in-line along the beam axis. Modules of all four SCT geometries are tested together. The modules are contained in individual test boxes to simplify safe mounting and cooling, and surrounded by a common environmental enclosure. Extraneous material in the beamline is minimised. A separate set of silicon micro-strip detectors is used to provide reference tracking. A pair of scintillation counters
provide a fast trigger signal which is delayed to the pipeline length of the SCT modules.

A beam test typically consists of a large number of short runs during which the front-end discriminator threshold is scanned in steps through the expected signal range, resulting in an efficiency “s-curve” from which the collected charge distribution can be recovered. The 12 or 16 runs of the threshold scan are repeated for each combination of the operating parameters of interest such as the silicon sensor bias voltage, the applied magnetic field, the angle of incidence on the silicon, the trigger timing, the position of the beam around the module, and the operating modes of the ABCD3T. The effect of a strong magnetic field is tested by inserting the complete setup in the superconducting 1.56 T Morpurgo magnet. This magnet provides a vertical field over a volume large enough to contain the entire assembly. The modules are mounted with strips parallel to the field and normal to the incident beam, emulating the configuration of barrel modules at $\eta = 0$ inside the 2 T Inner Detector solenoid. The deviation of the charge carriers due to the Lorentz effect has been studied in detail yielding a precise measurement of the Lorentz angle.

A major design concern for the SCT is radiation tolerance during the lifetime of the experiment in the LHC. Modules have been systematically irradiated at the T7 proton irradiation facility at the CERN Proton Synchrotron [11,13,14] to fluences up to $3 \times 10^{14}$ protons/cm$^2$, well in excess of that expected in ten years of LHC operation. The performance of most of these irradiated modules was then studied extensively in the beam test program.

Recent testbeam results have been published in internal notes and conference proceedings [16,17,19–24]. Results from test beams prior to 1999 can be found
in [25–29]. In this article, we describe the experimental setup (section 2), the offline analysis including the definition of the most important single-module tracking performance characteristics (section 3), and the main results (section 4.)

2 Setup

The CERN 400-450 GeV SPS provides secondary beams to the H8 beamline. The usual beam for SCT tests is 180 GeV $\pi^+$ with a small fraction of $\mu^+$. Particles are extracted into the beamline during a spill of several seconds in a repeating cycle some 14 to 17 seconds long. The intensity is roughly constant during the spill. The beam is parallel through the length of the assembly, and is about one centimetre in diameter.

A typical arrangement, that of August 2002, is illustrated in figure 1 consisting of a scintillator trigger, a beam telescope and environment chamber containing the modules under test. The telescope and modules under test are mounted on a granite table sitting on a trolley on a set of rails permitting insertion into the active volume of the magnet.

\footnote{In recent years the SPS has been operated at 400 GeV. This reduced energy has allowed the total cycle length to be increased from 14.4 s to 16.8 s with the spill increased from 2.58 s to around 4.8 s, significantly reducing the integrated dead time between spills.}
Two scintillator detectors sensed by photo-multiplier tubes are used to detect the passage of beam particles and trigger the readout system. The trigger signal timing jitter is around 1-2 ns. The acceptance of the scintillators is $2 \times 2\text{cm}^2$, large enough to contain typical beam spots and comparable in size to the acceptance of the beam telescope. As the SCT modules have a sensitive area around $6 \times 12\text{cm}^2$ only a small region is tested at any one position of the module in the beam.

In ATLAS the readout of the detectors will be synchronised with the bunch crossings of the LHC. The SCT timing will be carefully optimized to ensure that the signal is sampled at the peak of the charge response curve. In most test beams, however, the beam and readout clock are not synchronised\footnote{In certain periods the SPS has been operated with a “LHC-like” bunch structure which has been used to test SCT modules under more stringent timing conditions.}. The beam particles and therefore the trigger signal arrive with random phase with respect to the 40 MHz readout clock. Since electronics designed for the LHC

---

Fig. 1. Arrangement of SCT prototype modules in the H8 beamline during the August 2002 beam test.

2.1 Trigger and timing

---

---
has typically a short rise-time comparable to the 25 ns clock period, this random arrival time would have a severe effect on the apparent performance. Therefore the time between the raw trigger from the scintillators and the next rising edge of the clock is measured using a Time to Digital Converter (TDC)\textsuperscript{5}, allowing the dependence of the performance on trigger phase to be evaluated off-line.

2.2 *Beam telescope*

A beam telescope is used to measure the trajectories of beam particles independently of the devices under test. The telescope modules consist of two perpendicular silicon micro-strip sensors providing an X-Y space point. The sensors have a strip pitch of 50 $\mu$m and are read out by VA2 analogue multiplexer chips with a peaking time of around 1 $\mu$s. The modules are rigidly mounted on the same massive granite table as the modules under test, two before and two after the environment chamber. A spatial resolution better than 5 $\mu$m is obtained. The analogue signal is digitised by flash ADC VME modules which also perform pedestal subtraction and cluster finding using on-board DSPs, significantly reducing the data volume. The dead time of this system, $\sim 13$ ms, is the dominant limitation to the total event rate.

While the beam telescope provides a track with good spatial resolution compared to the SCT modules under test, it does so with a much longer shaping time. In order to ensure that a track detected in the telescope corresponds in time with the much shorter sensitive time window of the SCT modules, one of the SCT modules is also used to provide a reference hit. This “anchor” mod-

\textsuperscript{5} CAEN model V488
ule does not undergo threshold or bias scans but is kept at constant settings selected for high efficiency and low noise occupancy. The requirement that the anchor module records a hit matching the telescope track also effectively eliminates residual inefficiencies due to clock and readout glitches, and since it is located among the modules under test, helps eliminate badly reconstructed or widely scattered tracks.

2.3 Control, readout and power supply

The SCT modules are powered, controlled and read out during the test beam measurements by a suite of custom VME cards which has been developed specifically for small-scale SCT test systems ([7],[8],[9],[10].)

A clock and control card (CLOAC) provides a common 40 MHz system clock to all detector modules and to the readout system. It is also used to distribute “fast” commands - resets and triggers - which are simultaneously transmitted to all modules during active data-taking, thus providing the global synchronisation. An important function of the CLOAC is to delay the prompt trigger signal by an amount equal to the pipeline length less any cable and gate delays, and then to issue a level-one accept synchronised to the next clock edge.

Slow command generator cards (SLOG ) are used to assemble the long bit strings unique to each module which configure the many registers of the twelve ABCD3T chips. These “slow” commands are transmitted outside active data-taking. The SLOG modules also fan-out the clock and the fast commands to the individual modules, six modules per unit.

“MuSTARD” cards receive the serial bit stream output data from the mod-
ules. Each MuSTARD reads out the two data links of six modules, twelve links in total. It performs header and trailer detection, making individual event data available over VME to the data acquisition system. It also provides fast on-board hit pattern decoding and occupancy histogramming with error detection.

In ATLAS the clock, command and data signals to and from the SCT will be carried by optical fibres. However, in the beam tests, optical readout has not been used. Instead, the LVDS electrical signals on the module are buffered nearby and transmitted by 25 m shielded twisted-pair cables to the control room.

SCT low voltage VME cards (SCTLV3) provide the high-current analogue and digital power to the front-end chips on the modules as well as several low-current control voltage and temperature monitoring channels. The high-current voltage levels are compensated for ohmic voltage drops on the cable by a four-wire sensing scheme. Each SCTLV3 powers two modules.

SCT high voltage VME cards (SCTHV) provide the silicon detector bias voltage, up to 500 V at 5 mA, extreme values which may be required after high radiation doses. Each SCTHV supplies four modules.

2.4 Module calibration

A full characterisation of the module front-end parameters such as gain and noise is made in situ prior to the beam test using the ABCD3T’s in-built calibration circuit [4]. A voltage step across the calibration capacitor (Ccal) results in accumulated charge being injected into the front-end of the chip.
The amplitude of the calibration charge is controlled by a DAC which can be configured through the range 0 to 13 fC. The response to the calibration charge is obtained by scanning the discriminator threshold, resulting in an occupancy “s-curve” histogram for each channel. A complementary error function is fitted to this histogram yielding the median 50 % point efficiency ($vt_{50}$) and from the Gaussian spread the output noise. This process is repeated for several calibration charge amplitude settings from 0.5 to 8 fC covering the expected signal range. The graph of $vt_{50}$ threshold settings versus calibration charge amplitude describes the response of each channel. The response is summarised at 2.0 fC by the gain, determined from the slope, the offset from the intercept, and the input noise determined by dividing the output noise by the gain.

The discriminator threshold setting is common to all channels within one chip. Any spread in the response among the different channels of a chip results in a spread of the efficiency and noise occupancy which degrades effective performance, particularly after irradiation. The ABCD3T has therefore been designed with threshold trim adjustments for each channel to allow the spread to be minimised. This is a lengthy procedure which must be carried out before the final response can be measured.

In addition to the standard electrical procedure described above, further optimisation is required for irradiated modules as described in [30]. Modelled as a transimpedance amplifier with a bipolar input transistor, the front-end circuit of unirradiated ASICs have nominal values for collector (pre-amplifier) and shaper currents of 220 μA and 30 μA respectively. As a consequence of the β factor degradation, the optimum values of these currents decrease with irradiation. Two 5-bit DACs are therefore implemented in the ABCD3T to adjust the pre-amplifier and shaper currents [4]. Each chip is independently optimised.
Typical values for irradiated modules are around 120 or 140 $\mu$A for the input transistor current and 27 or 30 $\mu$A for the shaper bias. In 2002, beam tests of irradiated modules with different current configurations were performed to study the variation of signal-to-noise with respect to pre-amplifier and shaper current.

Digital timing performance has also been observed to degrade with irradiation. It has been found that the number of slow channels can be significantly reduced by increasing the analogue voltage, $V_{cc}$, supplied to the chips. Setup effects such as these are avoided by running the final response curve calibration in situ under the same conditions as for the beam measurements. For example, the temperature differences of the chips may also have a 5% effect on the noise measurement [15].

2.5 Cooling

The modules under test are mounted in a light-tight, thermally insulating chamber. The chamber is flushed with cold nitrogen gas to ensure a dry atmosphere. Each of the modules is contained in its own aluminium test box to which it is thermally coupled through its designed cooling contact surfaces. The test boxes, of various designs according to the particular module type, are cooled by water/ethanol chilled to around $-15^\circ$ C. Each module dissipates up to 7 W power. The resulting temperatures, measured by thermistors mounted on the electronics hybrid of the module, are monitored continuously. Hybrid temperatures range between -5 and 5$^\circ$ C. The detector leakage current of heavily irradiated detectors is in the range from 1 to 3 mA, depending on the cooling which is not as efficient as expected in ATLAS. Non-irradiated
modules have currents of the order of 1 $\mu$A.

3 Off-line & Analysis

During the beam test, data from all sub-systems - telescope modules, SCT binary modules, TDC - are assembled into events and written to data files. To facilitate the analysis, these raw data are processed off-line into summary files. These present the data in an easily accessible n-tuple format. Off-line processing includes the internal alignment of telescope and module planes and the reconstruction of tracks using the measurements of the beam telescope.

3.1 Alignment

The beam telescope provides four very precise measurements in two perpendicular space coordinates. The reconstruction of the track and the interpolation to the plane of the module under test require a precise knowledge of the relative alignment of all detectors in the setup.

The positions of telescope and SCT modules, though stable, are only approximately fixed by the mounting frames. A precision measurement of the relative alignment of all planes is obtained using the tracks in a large number ($\sim 10000$) of events. The alignment procedure minimises the alignment error by iteratively varying the alignment parameters.

As a first step in the alignment procedure, the position of the global telescope frame is fixed by identifying X- and Y-axes with respectively the horizontal and vertical coordinates measured by the first telescope module, and the Z-axis
with the beam direction. Once the global system is defined, the remaining telescope detectors are aligned by minimising the distance of their hits to tracks reconstructed from the outer two modules. At this stage only two space points are used to define a track. Ambiguities due to noise hits are effectively avoided by rejecting events in which all four planes under consideration do not have exactly one hit. After the internal alignment of the telescope, full three or four space point information from the telescope can be used to reconstruct tracks projected through the modules under test. The alignment parameters of each of the two planes of the test modules are varied until the difference between the interpolated track position and the measurement by the plane converges to a minimum. The two planes of each module are aligned independently.

When a magnetic field is applied, the tracks have a significant curvature. Moreover, the Lorentz effect leads to a displaced position measurement. For data taken in the magnetic field the alignment procedure described above - with straight tracks - is nevertheless applied. The effects of the magnetic field are thereby absorbed in the effective module positions. This procedure allows the interpolation of the track to the modules because all tracks have closely the same momentum.

The alignment procedure was repeated each time the setup is physically accessed or whenever the magnetic field is changed.

3.2 Track reconstruction

The off-line pre-processing of the data includes the reconstruction of the tracks using the space points measured by the telescope.
The measurements of the two perpendicular planes of each telescope module are combined into three-dimensional space points. Track segments are constructed by combining the space points from the most upstream and most downstream modules. The track is then refined by including the space points from the intermediate telescope modules if the distance between the track and the space point is within 50 microns. Events are included if the track contains at least three space points after this cut.

A number of track quality indicators are available to select a sample of tracks with a predefined efficiency and purity. The most important are: the number of space points in the track fit, the $\chi^2$ of the fit, the track gradients with respect to the beam axis, and whether a hit is recorded in the anchor module. In the H8 beam tests the position where the tracks are incident on each module is interpolated from the telescope hits with a precision of approximately 5 $\mu$m including the alignment error. The dominant error is due to multiple scattering within the module array.

3.3 Event selection

A run consists of the order of 10,000 events collected under a fixed set of operating conditions including discriminator threshold. The first step in the analysis is the selection of the event sample. To select a sample of clean, unambiguous events, a number of selection criteria are applied:

- **Single track events.** In a small fraction of events (depending on the beam intensity, generally of the order of 5 %) more than one track is reconstructed from the telescope information due to its relatively long shaping time. As the
integration time of the binary modules is much shorter the second track is generally not detected in the binary system. However, to avoid ambiguities, events with more than one telescope track are rejected from the analysis, as are events where no telescope track has been accepted.

- **Track quality.** From the remaining sample, only those events are accepted where the telescope track satisfies quality criteria. Most analyses require that the track quality criteria listed above be fulfilled. Moreover, a hit close to the track in the anchor module is required. This combination of cuts efficiently removes fake tracks and tracks suffering a large deflection due to multiple scattering. The loss of statistics in this stage depends on the values of the cut, but is in general of the order of 10-30 %.

- **Masked channels.** During the characterisation of the modules faulty channels, for example dead, stuck or particularly noisy channels, are identified. These channels are configured to be masked in the ABCD3T chips so that they are never read out. Events in which the track points to one of these “bad” channels or their immediate neighbours are rejected from the analysis of that particular module. In recent modules the fraction of masked channels is below 1 %. The loss of statistics in this step is therefore small.

- **Time window.** A final cut removes those events where the random trigger phase falls outside an optimum window. This window is optimised separately for each module to account for small cable length differences. The window is normally set to 10 ns incorporating the peak response time, making it particularly expensive in terms of statistics as only 40 % of the events are retained. In the special LHC-like bunch structured beams this cut is not necessary as in that case the non-random trigger timing is adjusted into phase with the 25 ns clock.
A further subtlety is implicit in the last mentioned cut. The binary data output by the ABCD3T actually takes into account hit information from the preceding and succeeding time bins as well as that centred on the trigger time, three bits in total. The compression algorithm can be configured to operate in one of several modes of increasing severity, reducing noise occupancy but also potentially impacting efficiency. In “anyhit” mode, a hit in any of the three time bins (1XX, X1X or XX1) results in the three bits being read out. In “level” mode, a central hit (X1X) is required. In “edge” mode, a central hit preceded by the absence of a hit (01X) is required. It is expected that the SCT will normally be operated in one of the latter modes. However, in the beam tests the anyhit mode was normally used to maximise the recorded information. The time window cut, however, requires a hit in the central time bin, effectively simulating level mode operation of the chips.

4 Results

4.1 Efficiency and noise occupancy

The most important benchmarks for SCT binary module performance are the efficiency and the noise occupancy at the operating threshold, nominally 1 fC. A detector plane is considered efficient if a binary cluster centre is located within 150 μm of the interpolated telescope track position. Typical residual distributions are shown in section 4.2. Note that in our definition, the efficiency of good strips is measured. The inefficiency due to dead sensor or electronics channels is not accounted for, nor is the inactive area between sensors (see section 4.6 for the latter source of inefficiency).
The noise occupancy is measured by counting all hits in special flagged events taken in the periods between accelerator spills, during which there is no beam occupancy. As these events are interleaved with beam events the operating conditions are identical. The noise occupancy is defined as the probability to find a hit due to noise in one channel in one clock cycle.

Fig. 2. Results under the reference conditions of the efficiency (left axis) and noise occupancy (right axis) versus corrected threshold in fC in the region near the nominal 1.0 fC operating point. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the module specifications for efficiency (>99%) and noise occupancy (<5×10^{-4}). The vertical lines indicate the threshold interval where both specifications are met: the operating region. The leftmost figure corresponds to a non-irradiated module, the rightmost figure to a module uniformly irradiated to the reference fluence of 3×10^{14} protons/cm^2.

Figure 2 shows the efficiency for a number of threshold settings around the design operating threshold of 1 fC. The noise occupancy corresponding to each threshold is shown on the logarithmic axis on the right of the same figure. The results correspond to a non-irradiated barrel module and a module of the same type irradiated up to the reference fluence of 3×10^{14} protons/cm^2. All modules are operated in the same test beam reference conditions: the detector bias voltage is set to 150 V for the non-irradiated modules and to 450 V for
the irradiated modules, the beam is incident perpendicularly on the modules and no magnetic field is applied.

When the modules are operated with sufficient over-depletion, there is a long plateau where efficiencies over 99% are obtained. The noise occupancy, on the other hand, is a rapidly falling, nearly Gaussian, function of threshold, independent of bias voltages high enough to deplete the detector. The occupancies are found to coincide rather accurately with the expectation from the equivalent noise charges measured during the characterization. After irradiation, the noise occupancy is considerably higher for a given threshold, in agreement with the increased noise charge. The efficiency for irradiated modules is seen to fall off at a lower threshold than for similar non-irradiated modules.

The SCT specifications require over 99% tracking efficiency and a noise occupancy of less than $5 \times 10^{-4}$. Both requirements are indicated as dashed lines in the figure. The operating range is defined as the range in thresholds where the efficiency and noise occupancy specifications are both met. For non-irradiated modules, of all four geometrical types, the operating range extends from $\sim 0.8 \, \text{fC}$ up to $\sim 1.5 \, \text{fC}$. After irradiation, the operating range is significantly narrower for all modules. The lower limits range from 1.0 to 1.2 fC, whereas the upper limit is generally around 1.2 fC.

In detectors with analogue readout the charge on multiple consecutive strips is measured and the position is determined from the properties of the cluster. The clustering procedure yields a quasi-continuous position measurement. In

---

6 The efficiency measurement and specification discussion here are limited to “good” strips. The maximum tolerable number of defective channels is defined in a separate specification.
the binary readout scheme, however, the signal in most cases is over threshold on only one strip for tracks at normal incidence. Thus, only a discrete measurement is available. This could lead to non-uniformities in the response depending on the position of the track with respect to the two closest strips, particularly in the inter-strip region.

Fig. 3. Efficiency as a function of the inter-strip position of the incident particle for a non-irradiated (a) and irradiated barrel module (b).

Figures 3 show the efficiency versus inter-strip position for perpendicularly incident tracks on a non-irradiated and an irradiated barrel module. The position is expressed in units of the read-out pitch: inter-strip position 0.5 corresponds to telescope tracks crossing the detector at equal distances from the two strips and inter-strip positions of 0 and 1 correspond to tracks that are incident on the centre of the readout strip. In the central region diffusion of the charge carriers leads to increased charge sharing. The lower signal on each of the strips is reflected in the reduced efficiency at high threshold. However, at the operating threshold the efficiency is uniformly over 99 % for all inter-strip positions. Note that the distribution is smeared by the uncertainty in the position of the interpolated track that becomes significant at this level.
4.2 Spatial resolution

The spatial resolution is obtained as the width of the residual distribution - the distribution of the difference between the extrapolated track position and the centre of cluster\textsuperscript{7}.

Typical residual distributions are shown in figure 4. The outline histograms show the result using only single strip clusters: the residuals form a uniform distribution from $-p/2$ to $p/2$, where $p$ is the readout pitch, characteristic for binary readout. The spatial resolution due to single-strip clusters is given by the RMS of a uniform distribution with a width equal to the pitch: $\sigma = p/\sqrt{12} \sim 23 \mu m$. The contribution from two-strip clusters is shown in the filled histograms. As the multi-strip clusters predominantly occur in a narrow region in the central region between two strips the resolution of the multi-strip clusters is better than that of single-strip clusters\textsuperscript{8}. Note that the residuals distributions are smeared by the uncertainty on the interpolation of the telescope tracks, approximately 5 $\mu m$.

For tracks of normal incidence the fraction of multi-strip clusters is small and the resolution is close to 23 $\mu m$, independent of the operating parameters. Also, no significant change is observed in the residuals at a threshold of 1 fC after irradiation. The effect of the bias voltage and the incidence angle on charge sharing are discussed in subsections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

The residual distribution of figure 4 is a measurement of the spatial resolution\textsuperscript{7} For endcap modules the residuals are rescaled by the ratio between the barrel pitch (80 $\mu m$) and the local pitch to facilitate comparison.\textsuperscript{8} see the discussion in the next section
Fig. 4. Single plane residuals with respect to the position interpolated from the beam telescope measurements. The outline histograms correspond to single-strip clusters, the filled histogram to two-strip clusters. Two modules irradiated to $3 \times 10^{14}$ protons/cm$^2$: a barrel module (left) and an endcap outer module (right). The discriminator threshold is set to 1 fC. For the endcap module the residuals have been rescaled to the equivalent of a pitch of 80 μm.

of a single detector plane. The stereo angle of 40 mrad between the two detector planes of the SCT module allows the determination of a two dimensional space point. The intersection of two 80 μm wide strips defines a rhombus with short axis $\frac{p}{\cos \alpha/2}$ and long axis $\frac{p}{\sin \alpha/2}$, where $p$ is the readout pitch and $\alpha$ is the stereo angle. The short axis corresponds to the X-axis of the global coordinate system in the test beam, while the long axis is identified with the Y axis. Projecting the uniform distribution in the rhomb on both axes yields the triangular distributions of figure 5. A Gaussian fit yields widths of $\sim 16$ microns in X and $\sim 850$ microns in Y. More detailed results on the single module resolution are reported in [19].
Fig. 5. Residuals of the space point reconstructed on a single, irradiated barrel module with respect to the position interpolated from the beam telescope measurements: X, perpendicular to the long axis of the module (left) and Y, parallel to the long axis of the module (right). The discriminator threshold is set to 1 fC.

4.3 Median charge

In the binary readout scheme, it is necessary to scan the discriminator threshold through the charge distribution in order to reconstruct the full signal distribution. The curve of efficiency as a function of threshold, the “s-curve”, measures the integrated charge distribution. The collected charge distribution is described by the Landau distribution of the deposited charge convoluted with the Gaussian noise distribution and the effect of charge sharing between neighbouring strips. The median charge is measured as the charge corresponding to the threshold where 50 % efficiency is obtained. In practice, the threshold is expressed in equivalent charge and the value for the median charge is obtained directly from a fit with a skewed error function, as in [20]:

$$
\epsilon = \epsilon_{max} f \left( x \cdot \left[ 1 + 0.6 \frac{e^{-\xi x} - e^{\xi x}}{e^{-\xi x} + e^{\xi x}} \right] \right)
$$

where \( f \) denotes the complementary error function. The median charge \( \mu \), the width \( \sigma \), the skew \( \xi \) and the maximum efficiency \( \epsilon_{max} \) are free parameters and
Fig. 6. Typical efficiency versus threshold “s-curves” for a non-irradiated (solid) and an irradiated (dashed) module under reference conditions (defined in section 4.1) $x = (q_{\text{thr}} - \mu)/\sqrt{2}\sigma$. This parameterisation describes the data quite accurately.

In figure 6 the “s-curves” of a non-irradiated and an irradiated module are shown for reference operating conditions. Each point corresponds to the efficiency measured on a single run of $\sim 15000$ events. The lines represent the fit with the function of equation 1.

The error on the median charge is dominated by the uncertainties in the calibration. The variation of the calibration from one chip to the next is evaluated in the beam test by pointing the beam to areas of the detector read out by different chips and measuring the median charge of each chip separately. For non-irradiated modules the chip-to-chip spread in the median charge is of the order of 4 %, After irradiation the spread increases to nearly 10 % on some modules [15]. Correcting the charge of each chip by measurements of the calibration DAC output improves the uniformity, suggesting that the spread in median charges is due to variations in the components of the calibration circuit [33].
The random error of a single median charge measurement is therefore of the order of 0.1 fC for non-irradiated modules and 0.3 fC for irradiated modules. In practice, comparison between different modules is greatly facilitated by the use of the signal-to-noise ratio, the ratio of median charge and the equivalent noise charge.

The average median charge of a significant number of recent unirradiated barrel and outer endcap modules is $3.5 \pm 0.1$ fC at a bias voltage of 300 V. Division of the median charge by the equivalent noise charge, which is measured as part of the electrical characterization of the module, yields a signal-to-noise ratio of $\sim 14$. For inner endcap modules with shorter, 6 cm strips the lower capacitive load at the amplifier leads to an improved noise performance, yielding a S/N of $\sim 20$.

A theoretical expectation for the signal height is obtained from a GEANT4 simulation of the energy deposition by 180 GeV charged pions in 285 $\mu$m of silicon. The number of electron-hole pairs created along the track is obtained by dividing the deposited energy by the average energy required to produced an electron hole pair, 3.63 eV [12]. From a detailed simulation of the charge transport and signal induction on the strip the electron contribution to the signal is expected to be small [16,18]. Ignoring the electron contribution, the signal induced on the readout strip is taken to be the sum of the charges of the holes. Under this assumption the median signal is expected to be 4.0 fC [16,18].

GEANT4 is expected to give a rather accurate prediction for the median deposited energy. For details, see [16].
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The observed median charge is clearly lower. Less than 0.1 fC of this difference can be attributed to the measurement procedure, indicating a discrepancy between the deposited and collected charge.

Charge shared between neighbouring strips cannot be re-clustered in the binary readout scheme as it is predominantly below threshold. The effect of different charge sharing mechanisms on the median collected charge sharing is investigated in reference [16]. Diffusion of the charge carriers while they drift toward the readout plane can be studied using the position predicted by the telescope. Test beam measurements indicate that the loss of median charge due to diffusion is 0.13-0.16 for all module types. Cross-talk between neighbouring channels is expected to be responsible for a charge loss of 6 %, i.e. $\sim 0.26$ fC. Finally, the charge carried to neighbouring strips by $\delta$-electrons can be quite substantial. However, GEANT4 model calculations show that even though this effect leads to a less pronounced high-energy tail in the charge distribution, the median charge is not significantly affected.

The total charge loss due to the three charge sharing mechanisms is thus expected to amount to $\sim 0.4$ fC. Thus, charge sharing accounts for most of the discrepancy between the observed median charge, 3.5 fC, and the expected charge deposition, 4.0 fC.

4.4 Detector Bias Voltage

The bias voltage of the detectors is an important operating parameter. In ATLAS, the maximum voltage is limited by the detector breakdown voltage (greater than 500 V for SCT detectors), the limit of the power supplies (500 V),
and the limit imposed by the cooling system. The bias voltage dependence of the performance has therefore been studied in detail.

Figure 7 shows the typical dependence of the signal-to-noise ratio on the detector bias voltage for modules before and after irradiation. For non-irradiated modules, of all types, the median signal-to-noise ratio is nearly constant, $S/N \sim 13$, above 150 V. The charge difference between 150 V and the highest voltage, 300 V, is 0.15 fC. As the bias voltage is decreased towards the depletion voltage (around 75 V in these detectors) the signal gradually decreases. This can be explained as a ballistic deficit of the shaper circuit, i.e. the integration window of the front-end electronics is no longer large compared to the charge collection time of the detector, leading to charge loss. The drift time of the holes becomes comparable to the peaking time of the shaper at a bias voltage of around 100 V. For a detailed discussion of charge collection times, see references [31,32].

The relation between signal and bias voltage for irradiated modules is more complicated. The actual bias voltage on the silicon is lower than the supplied voltage by up to 30 V due to the voltage drop in the hybrid bias resistor, in turn due to the much higher, and strongly temperature dependent, leakage current. The horizontal axes in figure 7 have been corrected for this effect. After irradiation the depletion voltage has significantly increased, estimated to be around 250 V for these detectors. Above the depletion voltage the collected charge continues to rise slowly. The signal collected at a bias voltage of 350 V is approximately 90% of that at the maximum bias voltage of nearly 500 V.

Due to the increased noise, the signal-to-noise ratio of irradiated modules does not reach the pre-irradiation value, even at the highest available bias voltage.
Fig. 7. Median signal-to-noise ratio versus bias voltage. Top figure: non-irradiated module (all types are similar.) Central figure: irradiated barrel module. Bottom figure: irradiated endcap outer module. In all figures, the round and square markers correspond respectively to the readings on the front and back wafers of the module. In cases where the area of the sensor hit by the beam was read out by more than one chip, the results of each chip are indicated separately.
Barrel and endcap modules irradiated to $1.6 \times 10^{14}$ protons/cm$^2$, around half the reference fluence, have a median signal-to-noise ratio of $11 \pm 0.5$ at 500 V. For modules irradiated to the maximum fluence, $3 \times 10^{14}$ protons/cm$^2$, the measurements are scattered between values 7 and 11. The large spread between modules is not completely understood but may partly be due to dose uncertainty. The endcap modules tend to have signal-to-noise ratios that are in the lower part of the distribution, but the limited statistics does not exclude systematic effects due to ABCD batch variations.

Various explanations exist for the high over-depletion needed to approach full charge collection. Measurements by the ROSE collaboration [34] indicate that there is considerable charge loss due to trapping of the charge carriers in radiation-induced lattice defects. Assuming a constant trapping probability per unit time, the effect is bias voltage dependent through the charge collection time. For small over-depletion, the different field distribution across the silicon in type-inverted bulk material may lead to a ballistic deficit of the shaper.

In irradiated, type-inverted $p^+n$ detectors the junction forms at the backplane, between the $n^+$ material of the backplane and the p-bulk. Thus, if the bias voltage is lower than the depletion voltage the depleted region does not reach the readout side of the detector. A small signal is nevertheless induced on the strips across the dead region.

4.5 Incidence angle & magnetic field

In ATLAS the SCT modules will be situated within a 2 Tesla magnetic field. Also, tracks will not generally be perpendicularly incident on the detector
plane. Therefore, an important subject of study is the influence of the magnetic field and incidence angle on the performance of the modules.

In the August 2001 beam test [19] threshold scans were performed at various angles, both without magnetic field and in the 1.56 Tesla field of the Morpurgo magnet. In this section the dependence of the most important parameters - efficiency at the operation threshold, median collected charge and spatial resolution - on the incidence angle and field is discussed.

Two orthogonal orientations have been studied. First, the simpler case is considered where the projection of the particle trajectory on the read-out plane is parallel to the strips \(^{10}\), the longer path length through the silicon leads to an increase of the median charge with \(1/\cos(\alpha)\). This behaviour has been confirmed in beam tests up to angles of \(\sim 16^\circ\) in 2001 [19] and in a second measurement at \(\sim 35^\circ\) in 2002 [15](see the leftmost figure of figure 8).

In the second orientation the projection of the particle trajectory is perpendicular to the strips. For a particle from the ATLAS interaction point non-perpendicular incidence arises from the deflection of particles in the solenoidal magnetic field, the tilt of the module, and the range of angles which the module subtends. The incidence angle in this orientation is generally smaller: the tilt angle of the barrel modules is \(\sim 10^\circ\), of the same order as the deflection angle of a 1 GeV particle.

The longer path length again leads to a small increase of the signal. But, in this orientation the projection of the particle trajectory on the readout plane \(^{10}\)In the SCT this angle is determined by the detector geometry. The angle reaches quite large values (up to \(\sim 70^\circ\)) for the most forward modules on the barrel and for the disk closest to the interaction point.
Fig. 8. **Leftmost figure:** Median charge versus incidence angle in the $R - z$ orientation. The points are normalised with respect to the $0^\circ$ result. The continuous line is the function $1/\cos \alpha$ corresponding to the simple geometric behaviour expected from the increased path length. **Rightmost figure:** Median charge versus incidence angle in the $R - \phi$ plane. The continuous line corresponds to a fit with a parabola. In both figures, the $35^\circ$ point is a result from the 2002 test beam, while the other measurements refer to a barrel module measured in 2001. The detector bias voltage is 150 V.

is perpendicular to the readout strips. For large incidence angles the projected distance becomes significant compared to the pitch and charge sharing between neighbouring strips becomes important. The net effect is a decrease of the median collected charge on a single strip as shown at right in figure 8.

In a strong magnetic field the Lorentz force deviates the drifting carriers. Figure 9 shows how the Lorentz force is equivalent to a rotation by a small angle $\Theta_L = \mu^H B = r_H \mu B$, where $\mu^H$ the Hall mobility, the conduction mobility $\mu$ multiplied by the Hall scattering factor $r_H$. In $p^+n$ type sensors, the signal is predominantly due to holes and the Lorentz angle is of the order of a few degrees.

In August 2001 the combined effect of incidence angle and magnetic field
Fig. 9. Representation of the effect of the incidence angle and the application of a magnetic field. The angle $\alpha$ is the incidence angle of the beam particle, $\theta_L$ is the Lorentz angle of the drifting carriers.

was studied in an orientation representative for barrel modules at $\eta = 0$. The modules were biased to nominal bias voltages: 150 V for non-irradiated modules, and 350 V after the full expected dose. The modules are naturally classified in two groups: irradiated and non-irradiated modules. The results are presented as averages over all (non-) irradiated barrel modules, the errors representing the variation between different modules.

A sensitive measure of charge sharing is the average cluster size. Here, the cluster size dependence on angle in a magnetic field is used to determine the Lorentz angle. Noise clusters are excluded by placing a 200 $\mu$m window around the track position predicted by the telescope. Figure 10 shows the average cluster size as a function of incidence angle (filled markers). The open markers show the same measurement in a 1.56 T magnetic field.

The increase of cluster size at non-perpendicular incidence reflects the increased charge sharing. The effect of the magnetic field is a shift of the distri-
Fig. 10. Cluster size versus angle for non-irradiated modules at 1 fC (left) and irradiated at 1 fC (right). The filled markers represent measurements with a magnetic field of 1.56 T, the open markers correspond to the same measurement without field. Both sets of measurements have been fit with a parabola (continuous line for the data with magnetic field, dashed line without field) to guide the eye.

The value of the Lorentz angle is determined as the minimum of the cluster size versus angle curve. The measurements from all modules in both groups have been combined. The statistical error is taken to be the standard deviation of the measurements of a group. As a cross check, the fit results for data taken without magnetic field have been calculated. The result $\Theta_0 = 0.4^\circ \pm 0.2^\circ$ reflects the overall uncertainty in the angle scale. The Lorentz angle obtained for both groups, non-irradiated and irradiated modules, is then:

$$\Theta_L(150V, \text{non} - \text{irradiated}) = 3.3^\circ \pm 0.3^\circ$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\Theta_L(350V, \text{irradiated}) = 2.1^\circ \pm 0.4^\circ$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

As the irradiated modules are biased at a higher voltage, the observed difference could be due to an electric field dependence of the Lorentz angle or a
change in the properties of the charge carriers due to irradiation. In the literature, the effect of proton irradiation on the mobility and thus Lorentz angle of holes is found to be compatible with no effect [31,38,39]. The difference in voltage, i.e. the electric field inside the detector, has an effect on $\Theta_L$ through the electric field dependence of the carrier mobility $\mu$ [35–38]. Applying the theoretical model of [37] to beam test conditions (silicon temperature $T = 261$ K, thickness $d = 285$ $\mu$m and field $B = 1.56$ T) a prediction of $\Theta_L(150V) = 3.3^\circ$ and $\Theta_L(350V) = 2.4^\circ$ is obtained. The predictions agree within errors with our measurements.

In the range of angles $[-14^\circ, 16^\circ]$ studied in the beam test no significant effect on the efficiency is observed at a threshold of 1 fC. For irradiated modules a small effect becomes visible when the discriminator threshold is raised to 1.2 fC. Still, the efficiency is over 97% for all angles.
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Fig. 11. Resolution in $\mu$m versus angle for non-irradiated modules at 1 fC (left) and irradiated at 1 fC (right). Filled markers are measurements in a 1.56 T magnetic field, open markers without field

As discussed in section 4.2 the spatial resolution with binary readout depends
on the number of strips in the cluster. An increase in the number of multi-strip clusters is expected to lead to a better resolution. In figure 11 the effect of the incidence angle on the spatial resolution of non-irradiated (leftmost figure) and irradiated modules (rightmost figure) is shown. The difference between the worst (0°) and the best (±15°) resolution is around 2 µm. Again the magnetic field causes a shift by the Lorentz angle.

The deviation of the drifting carriers due to the Lorentz effect leads to a shift of the apparent position by several µm. A good description of the bias voltage dependence of the Lorentz angle allows for a precise correction of this effect.

4.6 Edge measurements

In the SCT there will be a small overlap between neighbouring modules. This will allow their relative alignment to be calculated from tracks which pass through the edge of overlapping modules. It is therefore important that the detectors remain efficient at their edges, and that the residuals are not significantly distorted by edge effects. The numbering convention used in this section (shown in figure 12) is \{0, 1, 2, 3, \ldots\} for the active strips. The very edge strip is not connected to the readout ASICs. This passive strip is assigned the number −1. Immediately outside strip −1 is the bias ring.

To investigate the behaviour of the modules near their edges, some of the barrel modules were offset so that the beam passed through the corners of the detectors or through the gap between the detectors.

Figure 13a shows the residuals as a function of the projected perpendicular position of the track from the centre of the first active strip. No deviation
Fig. 12. Diagram demonstrating the numbering convention for strips (not to scale). Significantly greater than 1 μm is observed for the tracks centred on strip #1 or beyond. No significant difference was observed when the bias is varied, as was also found for the irradiated modules.

Those tracks in the bin with projected postions $-40 < x < 40$ μm (strip #0)

Fig. 13. Residuals (left) and efficiency (right) at the edge of the detector as a function of the projected distance of the track from the centre of the final read-out strip. A positive residual means that the average hit position is towards the centre of the module relative to the projected track position. Grey lines indicate active strips. Data taken at normal incidence in the absence of an applied magnetic field. In the rightmost figure the bias on the irradiated module number 0034 was 460 V. Data from both planes have been plotted together to increase the statistics.
show a $\approx 2 \, \mu m$ average shift towards the centre of the module. Such a shift is to be expected, since the charge sharing towards the edge of the module will not be detected by the passive strip. From plots like figure 4 it is found that about 7% of clusters have more than one hit. We would therefore expect to find a systematic shift in the residuals for the last active strip of about $7\%/2 \times 40 = 1.4 \, \mu m$, where the factor of one half comes from half of the charge being shared in each direction.

The fall-off in efficiency near the edge of the detector is shown at right in figure 13. It can be seen that the module remains fully efficient to the centre of the last read-out strip, beyond which the efficiency drops rapidly to almost zero over a distance about 40 $\mu m$. This is what one might expect since beyond this point the majority of the charge will fall in the inactive region.

Each plane of a module consists of pairs of 62 mm long strips wire-bonded together to obtain an effective 124 mm strip length. The module is obviously not expected to be efficient in the gap between the two detectors. The width of this “dead area” should be close to 2090 $\mu m$, the physical distance between the ends of the p$^+$ implant on the adjacent detectors. The detectors themselves are precision-placed to within a few microns.

The width of this dead area was investigated in the beam test. Efficiency was measured as a function of the projected position of the track in the direction parallel to the strips. The size of the region was found by fitting a step function, smeared with a Gaussian to each edge. The full width at half maximum of the fitted gap was found for each side of three modules. The size of the gap was found to lie in the range 2038 to 2082 $\mu m$, with a weighted mean of 2057 $\mu m$ (see figure 14), indicating that part of the region between the implant and
bias ring is efficient.

With the measured gap width the average loss in efficiency for normally incident particles caused by the dead region will be about $2 \text{ mm} / 124 \text{ mm} = 1.6\%$ for a single plane. The effect on a whole module can be calculated from the geometry. Due to the $40 \text{ mrad}$ stereo angle between both detectors, the gap between detectors on one side of the module will be partially covered by those on the the opposite side. There will remain four triangular regions each of size $\frac{1}{2}(61.44/2)^2 \cdot \sin(0.04) = 19 \text{ mm}^2$ in which one can expect a hit on only one detector - corresponding to $1\%$ of the total area. The fractional area left uncovered by any of the module’s four detectors is a further $1.1\%$.

There is no metalisation over the end of the strip on the far detector because of the presence of a polysilicon biasing resistor. To investigate whether this might cause a decrease in efficiency near the end of the strips, the asymmetry in the sharpness of the rise- and fall-rates was measured. No significant
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Fig. 14. Fitted full width at half-maximum of the gap region for both sides of each of three modules. The values are offset vertically for clarity, the lower of each pair being the front side. Data taken with no magnetic field, and at normal incidence.
asymmetry was observed at the 90% confidence level, either in the irradiated or the unirradiated modules.

4.7 Timing measurements

In the conventional beam test analysis described in the previous sections events from a narrow trigger phase window are selected to optimise the sampling time with respect to the charge deposition time and thus evaluate the module performance in an environment similar to the expected operation in ATLAS. An alternative approach is to explicitly reconstruct the dependence of collected charge on the charge deposition time. In this section the method is outlined. A summary of this study was published in [21].

The pulse shape reconstruction takes advantage of the fact that test beams are normally continuous, i.e. the sampling time varies randomly over the length of a clock cycle - 25 ns. The relative charge deposition time is measured as the delay between the raw trigger from the scintillators and the next rising edge of the 40 MHz system clock. The measured time range is extended to cover 75 ns using the hit information from the previous and next clock cycle provided by the ABCD.

Combining the efficiency versus time dependence for all runs of a threshold scan provides a 2-dimensional map of efficiency versus time and threshold. For each 1 ns time slice, the variation of efficiency with comparator threshold forms an S-curve. As in the previous analysis, the threshold is expressed as the equivalent charge injected to the front-end obtained from the response curve. The median charge for each time slice is found as the threshold where 50 %
efficiency is obtained (VT50). The fit function of equation 1 is replaced by a complementary error function to ensure a robust fit of the out-of-time bins.

The resulting charge versus time curve represents the median time-resolved input of the discriminator. Figure 15 shows the resulting reconstructed pulse shapes of two modules. The shape of the non-irradiated module (leftmost figure) is described fairly well by a parametrization of the expected pulse produced by the ABCD shaper. The rise time of the pulse agrees with the design value of 20 ns.

The result on the irradiated modules clearly deviates from the expected shape: the experimental pulse shows a shoulder. This shoulder persists up to the highest bias voltage in the beam test (500 V). This effect is also observed in measurements with the fast pulse from the calibration circuit [19]. The best fit of the expected pulse shape to the data is now obtained for a significantly larger peaking time (approximately 24 ns). The increase of the peaking time after irradiation is confirmed by time walk measurements using the charge injection circuit on many modules.

These observations suggest that the different response after irradiation is not due to a detector effect, but a property of the front-end. A possible explanation is an extra delay in the the discriminator for signals with a small over-drive (i.e. signals that are close to the threshold).

The implications of the increased rise time of the front-end on the operation of the SCT detector have been studied in detail. In particular, inefficiencies due to out-of-time hits and the occupancy load of these hits in the consecutive event (ghost hits) have been studied.
A too slow response could lead to out-of-time hits that have the time-stamp of the consecutive bunch crossing. These (ghost) hits cannot be assigned to the track and thus are a source of inefficiency. Moreover, they add to the occupancy of the consecutive event. The ghost hit occupancy depends on the signal occupancy and the probability that a track leaves a ghost hit in the subsequent clock cycle. As the maximum signal occupancy is about 0.6 % [2], a ghost hit probability of the order of 1 % yields a maximum occupancy of $6 \cdot 10^{-5}$, insignificant compared to the allowed noise occupancy ($5 \cdot 10^{-4}$).

A special feature of the discriminator - the edge sensing circuit - effectively limits the signal to the time bin where the rising edge of the signal crosses the threshold. The leftmost figure of 16 shows the efficiency dependence on the arrival time of the particle in level-sensing discrimination. In level sensing mode (filled circles) hits are recorded over a time interval much longer than the 25 ns clock cycle. The effect of the edge sensing circuit is shown with open

![Fig. 15. The reconstructed pulse shape due to beam particles in a non-irradiated barrel module with a detector bias of 150 V (leftmost figure) and an irradiated barrel module biased at 500 V. The measured points are fit with a parametrization of the shaper response for non-irradiated modules (see [15]).](image-url)
Fig. 16. Efficiency versus arrival time of the particle. Leftmost figure: a non-irradiated endcap module at a detector bias of 250 V and a discriminator threshold of 1 fC. The discriminator is operated in level sensing (filled circles) and edge sensing mode (open circles). Rightmost figure: an irradiated endcap module. The bias voltage and discriminator threshold are set to $V_{\text{bias}} = 450$ V and $Q_{\text{thr}} = 1$ fC. Circles in the same figure: the range where the module is efficient is limited to 25 ns. Virtually no hits related to the track are found in the consecutive clock cycle.

The edge sensing circuit effectively rejects ghost hits due to the tail of the signal induced on the strip. Some charge, however, is shared between two strips through dispersion of charge in the silicon or cross talk due to the inter-strip capacitance. Small charges due to charge sharing are likely to give a late discriminator response (time walk) and can thus appear in the clock cycle subsequent to the triggered cycle.

The effect of irradiation on the timing characteristics is illustrated in the rightmost figure of 16. The irradiated module shows clearly slower rising and falling edges. As a consequence, the efficiency plateau is much narrower. Assuming that the clock and trigger jitter in ATLAS is of the order of 1 ns the efficiency
for optimal timing is determined as the average in a window $[t_c - 1.5, t_c + 1.5]$. The maximum efficiency found with edge sensing discrimination is found to be well over 99%.

The probability of a ghost hit in the subsequent bunch crossing is read from figure 16 as the “efficiency” in a similar window centred on $t_c + 25 \text{ ns}$. The ghost hit probability is found to be below 1% for all modules. The ghost hit rate in irradiated modules can be reduced by raising the analog supply voltage of the chips ($V_{cc}$) to 3.8 V (the nominal value is 3.5 V) or the discriminator threshold.

The timing in ATLAS will be optimised module-by-module, i.e. it relies on the similarity of the response of all chips on the same module. As a measure for the variations in response between chips, the responses (rising edges of the signal) of two chips on the front and the back of the module are compared. For irradiated modules the average time difference between the rising edges of two randomly chosen chips on the front and back of the module is $2 \pm 1 \text{ ns}$. Non-irradiated modules show much smaller differences in timing: $0.4 \pm 0.3 \text{ ns}$.

The width of the distribution - the difference between the times corresponding to rising and falling edge - is found to be $25.1 \pm 0.1 \text{ ns}$ for all modules. No systematic differences are observed between modules.

\footnote{Measured at 1.2 $fC$. At 1.0 $fC$ the distribution is slightly broader: $25.3 \pm 0.1$}
Repeater beam tests of ATLAS SCT modules have yielded much information on the performance of a binary readout scheme for silicium micro-strip detectors. The measurements discussed here demonstrate that the various geometrical types satisfy the ATLAS detection efficiency and noise specifications. The measured spatial resolution is in agreement with the pitch $/\sqrt{12}$ expectation for single strip clusters.

For non-irradiated modules at the reference detector bias voltage of 150 V, the charge collection efficiency is over 95 %. Modules of the barrel and endcap types have similar charge collection results. An analysis of the charge loss mechanisms in the binary readout scheme explains the difference between the measured median collected charge and the (GEANT4) expectation for the median deposited charge. The median signal-to-noise ratio of modules with 12 cm detectors is $\sim 13$. For the shorter inner endcap modules the improved noise performance leads to a $S/N \sim 20$.

For modules irradiated to $3 \times 10^{14}$ protons/cm$^2$ and operated at a detector bias voltage of 350 V, the collected signal is approximately 90 % of that collected at the maximum bias voltage of nearly 500 V. The noise increases significantly as a result of the irradiation. The median signal-to-noise ratio decreases to values in the range 7-11 at 500 V. The reduced signal-to-noise ratio leads to a narrow operating range where the detection efficiency ($> 99 \%$) and noise occupancy ($< 5 \times 10^{-4}$) specifications for ATLAS are met. Modules at half this dose have median signal-to-noise around 11.

The deviation of drifting charge carriers in a magnetic field has been measured...
on several modules. For a 1.56 T magnetic field and a detector bias voltage of 150 V a Lorentz angle of $3.3^\circ \pm 0.3^\circ$ is found. At higher voltage with irradiated modules, the Lorentz angle decreases significantly: $\theta_L = 2.1^\circ \pm 0.4^\circ$ at 350 V. The measurements are in good agreement with the model of reference [37].

The tracking efficiency and spatial resolution remain unaffected over the full active area of the sensor. Only the last read-out strip has a slightly lower efficiency (by a few \%) and shifted residuals (by a few \(\mu\)m) due to asymmetric charge sharing. Measurements of the width of the inefficient gap between two daisy-chained sensors show that it is smaller than the physical distance between the end of the implants by approximately 30 \(\mu\)m.

Measurements of the time response of the front-end yield a value in agreement with the design rise time of the shaper (20 ns) for non-irradiated modules. For heavily irradiated modules the rise time becomes significantly larger. The effect on the SCT performance - efficiency, ghost hit occupancy - is however negligible.

Importantly, the performance of SCT modules is - to a large extent - understood. Beam test results have been incorporated into the digitisation of the GEANT4 simulation of the ATLAS detector [40]. A realistic description of the bias voltage and incidence angle dependence of the response is implemented for non-irradiated modules. The model is currently being updated using more recent beam test data [41].
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